
HURLEY 1XI vs Little Marlow – 31st July 2010 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Fisher b Sharif 9 

D Day c Puri b Rashid 16 

S Taylor c Fisher b Angus 7 

T Moore c & b Fisher 28 

D Simoes c & b Rashid 66  

T Balchin c Glennister b Fisher 33 

R Brown b Rashid 0 

N Akhtar Not out 32  2x6 

D Wright b Puri 2 

M Cole Not out 2 

D Forrest  

 Extras 41 

 Total 236-8 

 

LITTLE MARLOW 
A Mohammad c Day b Akhtar 44 

L Gilman b Forrest 0 

J O’Brien b Cole 31 

D Armitage c Day b Forrest 11 

D Glennister lbw Forrest 4 

T Rashid Not out 8 

A Sharif b Akhtar 1 

I Angus b Akhtar 0 

M Fisher c Simoes b Akhtar 0 

J Puri lbw Akhtar 0 

G Holmes DNB Injured 

 Extras 22 

 Total 116ao 

 

P Ridgeway 4-1-12-0  M Cole  5-1-20-1 

D Forrest 9-3-17-3  D Wright 4-1-21-0 

R Brown 3-0-19-0   

N Akhtar 6-4-9-5    

   

 

After two narrow defeats batting first, Hurley were grateful to bag a comprehensive 120 run win at 

home to Little Marlow on Saturday. Runs looked at a premium on a wicket that proved more explosive 

than a Sunday tabloid and in the dry dusty conditions Hurley limped to 19 off 9 overs before frustration 

got the better of Phil Ridgeway (9) who slapped a lazy catch to point off Sharif (1-33). Familiar self 

doubt seeped in when Steve Taylor and Denis Day disappeared in successive overs and Hurley were 

struggling on 43-3 in the 16th over. Tim Moore (28) and Dave Simoes (66) added 48 before Moore 

presented a return catch to Fisher (2-37), but the innings turned significantly as the perky Simoes and 

the Eastern Tsar Trevor Balchin (33) added a further 87 for the 5th wicket. Hurley were excellently 

placed to launch for a big score and added 64 in the last 8 overs thanks to some impish hitting from 

Simoes and typical pyrotechnics from Naeem Akhtar (32not). Hurley settled for 236-8 from their 52 

overs knowing that the wicket still held demons for a side batting second.  

 

Hurley quite often take the old ball and Dave Forrest (3-17) nipped out Gilman in the 4th over with a 

ball that turned and took his off stump. But Mohammad (44) and Jordan O’Brien (31) led the counter 

attack at 5 runs per over to launch into a second wicket stand of 65 in 13 overs. Skipper Mike Cole (1-

20) broke this dangerous stand as O’Brien got an inside edge onto his stumps. Dave Armitage (11) was 

happy to support Mohammed as the visitors climbed to 106-2 before Akhtar switched to bowling 

properly and had the opener edging to keeper Day from the third ball of his second spell. It was the 

beginning of a remarkable spell of 4 overs, 5 wickets for 1 run as the visitors batting collapsed faster 

than the Berlin Wall. From 106-2 they disappeared to 116 all out in 7 overs as the scorer’s pen almost 

ignited keeping up. Last man skipper Holmes failed to appear nursing a broken finger and thinking 



better of it than face Akhtar with his blood pumping. Ross Brown completed a miserable afternoon 

suffering a nasty blow to the wrist fielding a ball that spat from the outfield and was replaced by the 

irrepressible ‘Toddy’ returned early from the comprehensive victory over Coleshill 2XI and even more 

incomprehensible curry for tea.   


